Changes of spatial and temporal frequency tuning properties of neurons in the middle temporal area of aged rhesus monkeys.
Aged humans exhibit severe deficits in visual motion perception and contrast sensitivity under various levels of spatial and temporal modulation. Previous studies indicated that many of these deficits are probably mediated by the neural degradation of the central visual system. To clarify the neuronal response mechanisms underlying the visual degradation during aging, we examined the spatial and temporal frequency tuning properties of neurons from anesthetised and paralysed aged monkeys at the middle temporal area (area MT), which is downstream of the primary visual cortex in the visual processing pathway and thought to be critical for motion perception. We found that the preferred spatial and temporal frequencies, spatial resolution and high temporal frequency cutoff of area MT neurons were reduced in aged monkeys, and were accompanied by the broadened tuning width of spatial frequency, elevated spontaneous activity, and decreased signal-to-noise ratio. These results showed that, for neurons in area MT, aging significantly changed both the spatial and temporal frequency response tuning properties. Such evidence provides new insight into the changes occurring at the electrophysiological level that may be related to the aging-related visual deficits, especially in processing spatial and temporal information.